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About This Game

Welcome to the D.O.E. General,

Your assignment is to see that the final ships from earth leave safely before the slaving race, known to us as the Verookuzan and
their allied forces, destroy Earth and enslave its inhabitants. By utilizing what’s left of E.D.N (Earths Defense Network) and its

orbital galactic stations, you stand as Earth's last line of defense. As the newly appointed D.O.E. (Defender of Earth) ,YOU will,
outlast this Alien Armada so that our mother ship The Arch can launch. We will be hunted, but our civilization will live to fight

another day. Free from these tyrannical beings bent on subjugating the human race.

Defender of Earth vs The Alien Armada is an exciting space themed tower defense game! You play as a general designated as
the Defender of Earth (D.O.E.), and you will utilize space stations and battle platforms to deploy your towers to defend each
quadrant of space. You will battle against 3 different alien races with at least 4 different types of ships. D.O.E. is fast paced

action, that requires a players real time engagement to build and rebuild defenses as enemy ships blast their way to your space
station. Upgrade your towers and your tech because the invading forces mean business. Balance your credits and your scrap to
find the right combination of defenses to defeat your enemies. Your battles will be waged in 16 theaters of war leading up to 1

final level with all the aliens attacking at the same time.

Key Features:
9 Upgrade-able turrets during gameplay

3 Alien Races with 4 ships classes that fire at your defenses
Upgrade-able tech adding 3 extra defenses
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Up to 4 quick defense special ability measures
First person mode on most turrets

16 levels the last level is a Battle Royal against the 3 races
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Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: I-5 processor

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 980

Storage: 2 GB available space
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These are obviously Honey Badgers cuz they don't give a..."Shut yo mouth", but i'm only talkin' about Gravity Badgers!.
Tedious.... boring and painful. I want to like this game - but I cannot.

The idea is brilliant, but it is a mere port of the mobile version, with no effort in taking advantage of greater PC capabilities.
Certainly not justifiable of a \u00a37 price tag - should be \u00a31.49 like it's mobile Ctrl+C.

At first glance, gameplay may seem in-depth, but it is not - merely tracking an object, using a tool, waiting until a resource is
critical, resolve said resource, repeat.. Hmm. A simple and short platformer. It's quite easy, and there's nothing really special
about it.
A little timewaster, it's quite worth it.. I don't mind playing clunky\/bugged alpha-stage\/still in developpement games, i accept
that buying an unfinished product involves that kind of risks and acknowledge that developping a game is requiring time and
effort as it is a true profession.

What i dont accept is that, after asking for almost 1.5 years for the possibility to rebind keys (because i'm trying to play it with
an AZERTY keyboard), the only setting we have access to is the screensize one. The fact that the shift+alt trick doesnt even
works here kills it even more. Where's the effort here ? (and i'm not even mentionning the fact that each of my forum posts
about it was simply wipped off over time)

Do not try it with an AZERTY keyboard unless you're some kind of squid or blob, having the ability to twist your prehensile
organs in a funny way.. Developers done a runner

GG Still dead. This is the most in-depth and the story is amazing. I've never played such a pleasing game in my life and the
graphics are intense. The music is beautiful and i almost cried at the end. good work, would definitely recommend this.
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One of my greates Sci-Fi story driven space fps games ever. Ahh this game brings back memories.. tested on Oculus Rift When
the Wardens Fall is a really great action game with settings for every player from move options teleport , confort ,locomotion
and more to blood options for every players can enjoy the game in the best way
the system pf weapon collision is really cool , if we strike just in the moment where the enemy attack the strike of the eneny is
blocked by our sword with a wonderfull sparks effects , after few strikes the enemy lost their armor part an enemy with the
headset for exemple is more resistant than an enemy without and after few strike with your weapon he can lost his head set and
he become more easier to fight
the models of enemies are various and great
there is a variety of weapons we can unlock , the enemies are random so if you lost and you start again the enemies place and
number can change so it increase the replayablity
you can too create potions with various effects in a lab hidden the dungeon
so to resume When Wardens Fall is a great action dungeon games with a lot of great ideas and i enjoy this game a lot
. Really fun game that makes you feel like a character in a good zombie movie. Retains that amazing Puppygames style and
humor, and has some pretty tense moments in it as well. A lot of replay value that rewards both being a good sneak and being an
action hero. (Though often it is better to avoid the threats.). wtf this game has c*cks?????

c*cke and b*ll??????. The soundtrack is good, but the DLC of it is a rip-off.. Good program, BUT !!!

1. Crashes on scanning plug-ins. Find out which plug-in is impossible. Make that there is a list of bad plugins!!!. In any other
program, this is available, otherwise users will not be able to work at all.
2. Where the conversion from stereo to mono or left channel to mono or vice versa from mono to stereo?
3. Where to save the file format presets in the SAVE menu to quickly select your preset settings???
4. What's happening with the vertical zoom? Why does the left channel overlap the right channel? It is not possible to edit with
such zoom!
It is not possible to shift the wave image if it is enlarged vertically. Do you laugh or do not understand what an аudio editor is?
Why so mock the beautiful product from Sony?. It's fun, Surviving a zombie apocalypse lots of interesting characters and
storyline.. Great expansion, though much smaller than the original campaign. Recommended on sale!
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